The Wedding Song

COULD I HAVE THIS DANCE?

Words and Music by WAYLAND HOLYFIELD and BOB HOUSE

From the Motion Picture "URAL COWBOY"

Recorded by ANNE MURRAY on CAPITOL Records
Moderately

Words and Music by
WAYLAND HOLYFIELD
BOB HOUSE

1. I'll always remember the song they were playing the first time we
danced and I knew.

2. (I'll) always remember that magic moment, when I held you
close to me.

As we swayed to the music and
As we moved together,
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held
to
each
other,
I
fell
in
love
with
you.

Could

I
knew
for-

ever,
you're
all
I'll

ever
need.

Chorus:

I
have
this
dance
for
the
rest
of
my
life?

Would

you
be
my
partner
every
night?

When
we're
to-

gether,
it
feels
so
right.

Could
I have this dance for the rest of my life?

2. I'll life?

Could

rest of my life?